Center ... learning, SELF
Balance, beauty, harmony
The symbolism may vary from tribe to
tribe.

What to do at the Medicine
Wheel
The Medicine Wheel provides an
opportunity to meditate in a quiet,
contemplative atmosphere.
During your time at the wheel, you
may consider to:
Bow to the North and praise God. Be
humbled by the cold north wind
that will come sooner or later to
drive us to our knees. Seek balance
between hardships and blessings.
Bow to the East, praise God and
thank God for the wisdom that
comes every day with the rising
sun. Pray that the morning star
will take ignorance from you.
Thank God for the silence. Think of
Mother Teresa who said,”People of
prayer are people of silence.”
Bow to the South, praise God and
commit yourself to being generous
just as the South wind brings
warmth to soothe our souls from
the cold north wind. Allow the
south to bring balance to your
life.

Bow to the West, praise God and
humbly ask that when you pass
like the fading sunset, your
passing may be filled with the
grace and beauty of the setting
sun in the desert. Life will end, and
the strength to die with dignity
comes from the west.
Raise your face to the heavens,
place your trust in God and thank
God for another day to contribute
to the betterment of humankind.
Renew your commitment to make
the world a better place for all
creation.
Feel the Earth under your feet,
look down and praise God and
acknowledge that all of creation
is one. We are connected with every
stone. Feel the energy that comes
from the Earth.
Close your eyes and turn your mind
inward, for that is where God truly
exists.
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History
In some Native American cultures, the
medicine wheel is a metaphor for a
variety of spiritual concepts. A
medicine wheel may also be a stone
monument that illustrates this
metaphor.
Historically, the monuments were
constructed by laying stones in a
particular pattern on the ground
oriented to the four directions. Most
medicine wheels follow the basic
pattern of having a center of stone,
and surrounding that is an outer ring
of stones with "spokes" (lines of
rocks) radiating from the center to the
cardinal directions (East, South, West
and North). These stone structures
may or may not be called "medicine
wheels" by the people whose
ancestors built them, but may be
called by more specific terms in that
nation's language.
Physical medicine wheels made of
stone have been constructed by
several different indigenous peoples
in North America, especially those of
the Plain nations.

They are associated with religious
ceremonies. As a metaphor, they may
be used in healing work or to illustrate
other cultural concepts.

The medicine wheel consists of the
four cardinal directions and four
sacred colors representing certain
properties:
blue (north)

Uses
The Native American Medicine
Wheel was used for various
spiritual and ritual purposes,
especially for healing almost any
illness. Since it was believed that
illness sprang from spiritual
imbalance, the focus of the healing
was on treating the source of the
problem, not the symptoms. As
the medicine wheel focuses on
balance of all things, it was
thought this balance would help
the spiritual imbalance in the
person who was sick.

Basic Pattern
Most medicine wheels have a basic
pattern - a center of stone (cairn)
then having an outer ring of stone
with "spokes" of stone radiating out
from the center.
Being a wheel, it is round depicting
the circle of life, the shape of the
sun and the moon, etc.

defeat;trouble ...
winter - a season
for survival and
waiting Wisdom,
intellect, the adult
self, MIND
Element = Wind/
Breath

yellow (east)

black (west)
death ... autumn the final harvest,
the end of life's
cycle
Introspection and
intuition, the
physical body,
MANIFESTATION
Element = Earth

white (south)

peace; happiness ...
summer - a time of
plenty
Trust and
Innocence,
success; triumph ... EMOTIONS
Element = Water
spring - a reawakening, the
power of new life
Illumination,
creation, the
wonder child self,
SPIRIT
Element = Fire/Life
Source

